


Congratulations on making Dinomites part of your family soccer experience.

As a parent with a son or daughter involved in soccer, the Dinomites program is 
designed to give you the support that many new soccer parents appreciate.  We want 
you to be able to play soccer with your child in the back yard, at the park or beach and 
do so with the confidence that comes from knowing you are helping them to develop 
good habits. At Xara, we are passionate about supporting the best possible family 
soccer experience, so we have created a series of back yard activities that will allow for 
family fun, through stories that involve our interactive Dinomites soccer ball, knowing 
that your child is growing their skills and having fun at the same time.

Each activity in this booklet allows the parent to take their child on an adventure.  
The learning is a part of each story, which you can read with your child.  Your 

child-who loves to listen to stories, imagine and play-can act out the stories 
with their new found friends Deana and Dino, whose images are on the 

balls. The stories reference images on the ball that help you assist 
your child’s ability to control the ball, pass and kick correctly.  

Enjoy time interacting with your child; let them feel a sense of 
accomplishment as they develop their enjoyment of the game 
with mom, dad, aunts, uncles, grandparents and siblings. 
Dinomites is sure to make soccer part of your family fun 

through games and stories as they tag and chase you 
around your back yard. 

This guide makes it easy for every parent even if they 
know nothing about the game!

Back yard Activity 
Booklet Helpful Hints:
This back yard activity booklet has been created to support your 
child’s success.  For most activities your child will be competing 
against themselves.  One of the keys of learning any skill is 
repetition, create  
opportunities for them to succeed. If your child believes they are getting better through 
scoring more points and playing quicker, they will naturally want to play more.

As they progress, repeat the activities to keep their attention. Time them and see if they 

Introduction
Soccer fun for the family can do the activity quicker the next time. Create scoring opportunities-10 points for an 

accurate shot-25 if they score or hit a target. Try and get your child to beat their scores 
each time you play.  

In some of the activities your child will be chasing a character played by a parent or 
relative. The more family members participating, the more fun it becomes! Memories 
are created that your child and family will remember for a long time.  

In our research, children loved chasing and tagging parents, and found it even 
more exciting to catch grandma, granddad, aunts and uncles. Get the whole family 
together and have a soccer picnic!

When the child is competing against you or another relative, it is important that they 
experience success and be able to catch and tag you.  Your child will quickly become 
frustrated if you keep the ball or run away from them for an extended period of time.  
We are all competitive and love to win but in order to create the correct learning 
environment your child must be able to see some success. Ensure they don’t win every 
time, as this creates a false sense of dependency on being the best and “if we don’t 
win” we don’t have fun attitude. 

The activities can be played in any size back yard or at the park. It is useful to have 6 
soccer cones or discs that can be purchased inexpensively at any local soccer store. 

Finally, don’t let the stories limit your imagination. Create new stories, games and 
activities to ensure that you have an amazing experience with your family and 
generate a love for this truly remarkable game.

If you find something that works well please tell us so that we can share your 
experience with other families around the country. 

E-mail us at customersupport@xarasoccer.com

Have a great soccer experience. 
Xara Educational Team.

Everyone can participate! Great family fun  
for all ages!

Cousins enjoying the family fun!



Going to the Beach
To have fun learning to 
move and control the 

ball with both feet. Any size area up to 20 x 20.

The parent is the police car and calls out the following 
commands; 1- every 5-10 seconds. Read each story to your 
child, then explain the hints.

• Today we are going to the beach. We have to get in the car  
 to get to the beach. 

Q: What would we need to pack?  
(Get your kids to answer what their favorite things are to take)

• Lets open the door and get into the car. (Enter the area) Now we      
 are in the car we have to drive carefully and stay on the road.  
 Explain the coned off area is the road, we have stay in the road.

• Explain only 3 points below as part of the story, then play   
 1-2 times and introduce the other 3. Demonstrate if you feel  
 comfortable. 

OK! Ready? Let’s take Soccersaurus on a journey.

STORY : Soccersaurus is your new pet and you can take 
him wherever you go. Pick him up and give him a 

hug, Soccersaurus does not liked to be touched with hands, only with 
your feet. Quick! Drop your Soccersaurus!

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIvITY 1

                                           While your child is playing, call out the commands.  
  (1 every 5-10 seconds)
Explain to your child when you call out...
1. Green means go (Dribble slow): Move Soccersaurus with inside and outside of foot 
tapping* him in the cheeks (progression - try using the outside of the foot and your pinky toe on his cheeks.) (*Note the 
specially marked color areas on the Xara Soccer Shoes)
2. Red means stop: You need to stamp on Soccersaurus’ head to stop him from running 
away. (Tell a story of Soccersaurus sometimes running away)   
3. Speeding = quicker dribble: As in 1, but don’t let Soccersaurus run away. Keep him 
close…2 or 3 quick steps and dribble, then slow down again.
4. Police Car = Get Soccersaurus out to the edge of the road (play area) keeping him close, 
so the police car parent can move through. (Parent must make the sound of a police car)
Q: Ask your child what happens when they hear a police car?
5. Road Work = Slow down and stamp on Soccersaurus head. Move him slowly 
forwards by treading on his head and pushing him forward, in small steps.
6. Speed Bump = Throw the ball in the air and catch it.
Encourage your child to use inside and outside of both feet.  
(Use the colored areas on the inside and outside of the Xara Futura soccer cleats)

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Playing on the 

• Have your child line up facing you.

Demonstrate with the ball: 
1. Stand facing them 2. Stand side ways   
3. Stand facing in the same direction as they are. 

This gives them the full understanding in which direction 
they have to move with the ball.

• After your child has learned the basic turn you pretend  
 to be a wave. Line up opposite your child, walk forward 
 6 paces and back like a wave on the beach. As you approach, your child they should turn  
 away from you with the ball. 
HINT - Make sure they have enough space behind them to turn.  
(See Helpful Hints below for turn details)

A DinoMite TurnAt the Beach
ACTIvITY 2

To get the children to begin to turn with the 
ball. Practice 3-4 times from standing.

STORY : We have arrived at the beach and Soccersaurus wants to go down to the water,                            
but doesn’t want to get wet. We have to learn the Dinomites turn.  This will help Soccersaurus when the 
cold waves try to get him wet, he can turn away fast and not get wet.  The waves come onto the beach 
very fast.  We have to be able to turn in the sand and get Soccersaurus away from the water. Show the kids 
where the water is.

HELPFUL HINTS :  Teach your child to place their left foot on the ground next  
  to Soccersaurus and place their right foot on top of 
Soccersaurus’ head. (See pic. 1) Have your child pull their right foot back sending Soccersaurus 
behind them and away from the waves, (pic. 2)then your child has to turn and chase.(pic. 3,4 & 5)
HINT - You want them to apply enough pressure on the top of the ball to move the 
ball behind them, but no more than 5-6 feet.
• Progression 1 - Practice walking forward 3-4 paces and then turn with the ball.
• Progression 2 - Have them move with Soccersaurus up to the pretend waves, (the parent)  
 drag the ball back and change direction.
• Progression 3 - Have a race with your child across the beach and back.
HINT - Your child will race very quickly & forget about the turn. Discuss with them 
slowing down as you don’t want Soccersaurus going in the water.

PIC. 2 PIC. 3 PIC. 4 PIC. 5

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

PIC. 1 (FRONT) PIC. 1 (BACK)



Watch out for the Crabs 
To develop ball 
movement & control, to 

evade an opponent.

STORY :  Now we have arrived at the beach, let’s get all your things for the beach.

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIvITY 3

Use all of the moves you have learned from the road   
journey to get around the crabs. (Dinomites turn, slow dribbles, 

fast dribbles, inside and outside of your foot dribbling.) Demonstrate Pinky Toe Push (See photos below) The 
Pinky  Toe Push uses the outside of the foot. We use the Pinky Toe reference so that small 
children can relate to this.
Example Questions 
• What can you do to avoid the crabs?  
 Go bACkwArdS or SIdewAyS / USe TUrNS 
• What can you do to get around the crabs?  
 PINky Toe PUSH 
• What can you do if a crab comes up to you?  
 MOvE, ChAnGE DirECtiOn
• What can you do if you cannot move forward?  
 Go bACkwArdS or SIdewAyS
1. Pinky Toe Push to the side if a crab comes at you.
2. Don’t be afraid to go backwards with the ball.

In any area you create in your backyard, maximum 20x20.

The aim of the game is to keep Soccersaurus on the beach without 
the crabs (you) kicking the ball out.   
• Assume crab soccer position – Sitting down but with hands  
 behind the body lifting the butt off the floor.   
• Crabs move with hands and heels of foot to get about.

  Q. What do we find at the beach? Crabs!
• Crabs don’t like soccer balls. They want to kick Soccersaurus off the beach and into the   
 water.  You have to keep Soccersaurus on the beach without the crabs getting him.

PROGRESSION : FUN ALTERNATIVE                                                                         Get other family members to be the  
                                                                         crabs with the kids dribbling through 
and then reverse. The kids love kicking the ball from the parents.

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Place the outside of the foot next 
the Soccersaurus’ cheek.

Push away with the outside of the foot 
(using the colored part of the shoe)

Follow the ball

At the Sea Activity
ACTIvITY 4

Development of ball movement & control. 
Introduction of passing.

STORY : Today we are going to take Soccersaurus on an adventure at sea. Come with me 
onto my ship and bring Soccersaurus (step into the backyard). Explain that they are 

now on a ship and that Soccersaurus does not want to end up in the water, because he is afraid of the 
water.
Question your child – What do you find in the sea? Kids will say fish, sharks, etc.  
Question them again – Would you want to swim with them? NO!
• Make a big deal about staying on the ship: The water is cold, they don’t want to get   
eaten by the sharks, etc. (Stay inside the backyard area) 
We are going to play a fun game on the ship
You have to clean the ship with Soccersaurus as fast as you can.
The deck of the ship is dirty and we have to clean it with Soccersaurus.  Soccersaurus loves to eat 
dirt. All dinosaurs eat dirt.
Demonstrate the following three activities described below;  
and then add three more.
1.  Clean the ship - (Dribble around the ship cleaning the dirt by moving Soccersaurus) Tap Soccersaurus in the  
  cheeks to move him with the inside and outside and top of your foot. (Use the colored areas of the shoe  
  to move the ball with the inside and outside of the feet) Not too fast! Keep Soccersaurus close as you don’t  
  want him swimming with the sharks. Keep your head up and look where you are going.
2.  Scrub the deck -Move Soccersaurus from side to side and in front to get that really dirty spot!  
  Stamp on top of Soccersaurus head, roll foot left and right, and push Soccersaurus in front of you.
3.  Hoist the sail -Throw Soccersaurus in the air to set sail and stamp on his head to secure the mast.  
  Don’t throw your ball too high, be on your toes so that you can move. Stamp on his head as  
  quickly as you can.
4.  Wind change - Re-visit the Dinomite turn, from Activity 2
5.  Ship ahoy - Kids dribble to the outside of the square and look through imaginary binoculars  
  (Use hands to make the binoculars)
6.  Captains on deck - Stamp on Soccersaurus head (to stop cleaning) and salute the captain!
7.  (Add onto the end)Pirates are coming - (Tell the story that Pirates love to steal Soccersaurus). Pick up   
   Soccersaurus and hide it up your jacket or shirt.

HELPFUL HINTS : For all above - If you get close to the edge of the 
backyard or any objects do your Dinomites turn.

As you progress, combine two commands very quickly.  Hoist the sail  
and then wind change, etc. Make up your own combinations!

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Any size marked area. Parent is captain of the ship and is giving orders.



Clean the 
Ship

Develop Control of moving the ball.  
Review of the previous week (stopping the ball) by 

stamping on Soccersaurus head.

STORY :

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIvITY 5

 Stand on your tip toes and be light on your feet, like a mouse.  
 (pic. 1) If you are like a mouse you can move side to side easier. 
(Demonstrate being on toes and moving side to side) When you roll the ball - Watch Soccersaurus coming towards 
you.(have your foot ready) (pic. 2) Move behind him and stamp on his head. (pic. 3)
• Progression - Pass the ball to each other.  Once you have stamped on Soccersaurus head roll him 
in front of you 1-2 feet pushing him forward. Kick him in the nose to send him back to your partner. Kick 
Soccersaurus in the (nose) middle of the ball with the colored part of the Xara shoe, toes pointing to the 
ground (show colored area on shoe) or using the inside of the foot.
Some children will not be able to lock the ankle to pass the ball, do not worry their bodies are just not 
developed for this yet.  
You can differentiate as a progression by extending the distance between the cones. Also, as you 
progress use the other foot to pass the ball.
Progression II - Place a ball on top of a cone in the middle of the area and have them try and hit the ball off.  
Celebrate all distance passing of the ball, but technique should be done correctly.
(See activity 8 for passing technique)

• Line up across the ship on the edge of the ship’s boundaries. You may have to mark out a small area   
 inside the backyard, 10x5 as some kids may struggle to kick it this far.  Stand between two cones one   
at each side as in the picture. (if some kids find it hard, make the distance smaller, if too easy, make it bigger)
• To start with, roll the ball to each other. Service or presentation of the ball is key, as you will not be   
able to practice this skill if the service is bad!

  Remember from last week at the beach Soccersaurus does not like to  
  get wet.  We have to learn to keep Soccersaurus on the ship.  
• We have to polish the ship’s floor right across the ship (play a game where you pass Soccersaurus  
 from one side of the ship to the other). 

PIC. 2 PIC. 3

have your child stand on toes 
and look at the ball.

As the ball comes toward them, be 
balanced, look at the ball.

Stomp on his head to stop him, 
then look up to pass.

PIC. 1

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Pirates
ACTIvITY 6

To have fun – introduce 
dribbling around an 

opponent, and ball protection. 

Any area in your back yard, maximum 20x20. 

The parent plays the role of the pirate. Chase your child and encourage 
them to protect the ball by changing direction with the turns they have 
learned.

STORY : Pirates have boarded the ship and are after Soccersaurus. They don’t 
like Soccersaurus on the ship. You have to move Soccersaurus away 

from the pirates with your feet and stop the pirates kicking Soccersaurus off the ship and 
into the water.  If your Soccersaurus is kicked off the ship you have to rescue him quickly.  

After 2-3 goes - have your child be the pirate and chase you.

HELPFUL HINTS :
As the parent pirate, start very slowly to let your child 
practice the moves.

1. Keep Soccersaurus close. Use inside and outside of the foot, using the colored areas 
of the Xara shoe. Use the pinky toe push or Dinomites turn to get away from the pirates.

2. Move into a space away from the pirate.

3. Keep your head up so you can see the pirates!

4. If a pirate comes up to you place your body between the pirate and the ball, 
then use your Dinomite turn to get away. Move away as  
fast as you can!

Question your child on how they can protect the ball by shielding?

Progression - Introduce a safe area on the opposite side of the ship that they can  
stay in for 5 seconds.

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Shielding the ball. Parent pirate chasing Soccersaurus.



Going to the Jungle
Develop passing skills, 
control and shooting 

skills. The parent plays the role of the fly. Any area maximum of 20 
x 30.

STORY :

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIvITY 7

Play once without instruction. Let them have fun. Try to  
run behind your child to encourage practicing the turn.

Fly catchers: Keep Soccersaurus close. Remember things from the previous week’s adven-
tures. Use the inside and outside of the foot, (colored areas on the Xara shoes).
Soccersaurus turns, passing and shooting.
1. Play once and then review with the following questions:
 • If you are trying to catch the flies where do you kick Soccersaurus? 
 • In the nose, with the inside colored area of the Xara shoe. 
 • Then follow through with your foot in the direction you are kicking.
2. Play once more. Ask the following question: 
 • If a fly runs past you what can you do? (Spend 1 minute reviewing the turn)
 • Dribble after the fly (tap Soccersaurus in the cheeks quickly to get there) and then shoot. Kick him  
  in the nose to catch the fly.
3. Play for a third time: Reverse the game and have the fly get your child.

 Today we are going on an adventure to  
 the jungle Soccersaurus has traveled a long 

way, and is very hungry.

Soccersaurus likes to eat flies.  He has a very big tongue so that he can 
stick it out and catch them (kick his soccer ball to hit you) Mom or dad are the flies, 
and you have to catch the flies by passing Soccersaurus to hit them. 
See how many times you can catch the fly in 1 minute!

Even the youngest members 
of your family can play.

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Passing for Coconuts
ACTIvITY 8

Development of passing technique.  
1 Ball each, Cones or any object that you 

can hit with a ball. Set up as in activity 5.

You line up opposite and pass across in a straight line to start. Use a 15x5  area. Active 
participation as partner to your child. (See Activities) There are 4 progressions  
(spend 2-3 minutes on each).

STORY :  Soccersaurus is still hungry and wants to eat something, what do we  
  find growing on the trees in the jungle (COCOnUtS)
Before we can shoot Soccersaurus up the trees to get coconuts we need to learn how to 
kick the ball in a straight line.  Place a cone between the two kickers and have them kick 
the ball over the cone (or try and hit the cone).
• Progression 1 - You can differentiate as a progression by extending the distance  
 between the cones for players of greater ability or by kicking with both feet.
• Progression 2 - Move the cones back 5 paces.  Place a ball on top of a cone  
 in the middle and have them try and hit the ball off or hit any other object.
• Progression 3 - Remove the cone and ball in the middle, pretend the end cones are  
 now a goal. Kick the ball passed each other. Now you can play goalie.
• Progression 4 - Have both players shoot at the same ball placed on a cone in the  
 corner of the goal. Have them try and kick the ball off from the middle cones.

 When the ball is kicked to you - Watch Soccersaurus coming 
towards you, move to wear he is and stamp on his head.

Celebrate all shots on target.  Make it into a scoring game. Score 5 points for a goal and 10 for hitting the ball.

Approach the ball balanced. With the inside of the foot, kick 
Soccersaurus in the nose.

Follow through with the foot in the direc-
tion you want the ball to travel.

PIC. 1 PIC. 2 PIC. 4

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

HELPFUL HINTS :



Soccersaurus has landed with you in the hippo’s 
swamp. One person is the hippo (parent). One 

person is the explorer (child). The hippo is going to hit the explorer 
Soccersaurus with his ball.  If you are an explorer, you have to move 
Soccersaurus with your feet away from the hungry hippo. (Hippos chase 
the explorers and tag their balls with their balls)

More Passing
Development of passing 
technique.

STORY :

HELPFUL HINTS 

AcTIvITy 9

Play once with no instruction.

- Keep your head up and Soccersaurus in   
front of you.

- Use little touches on Soccersaurus cheeks   
with what part of the foot ? 
- If the Hippo comes towards you, use the   
Dinomites turn to trick the Hippo and 
 turn away. 

Stop after one go, go through and... 

Teach what happens if you move away by changing direction and speed at the same time.

1 ball each, cones. You are the hippo. Both of you have a ball.  
Back to the 20x20 square.

(Explorer) Child has just turned away from (hippo) Parent.

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Remember things from the previous weeks’ adven-
tures, such as the Dinomite turn, passing and shooting. 

Encompass these into the things you tell your child. Don’t be limited in any way. You may 
use our instruction or make up your own.

- Teacher Says - Dribble fast, Dribble slow!  

- Touch Soccersaurus in the cheeks with both feet 
 (Standing tapping him between the feet) and then on the move.

- Roll your foot over the top of his head from side to side.

- Dribble and then on a shout do the Dinomite turn!

- Dribble and on the teachers shout - pinky toe push.

- Pick Soccersaurus up, throw him in the air and stamp on his head.

- Dribble Soccersaurus to the side of the classroom. 

- Try and catch the teacher and shoot Soccersaurus to hit the teacher.

Develop listening skills and ability to follow 
instructions. Review of previous weeks skills. 

Any area in your backyard. You are the teacher, giving instructions.

At School
ACTIvITY 10

STORY : Soccersaurus is going to kindergarten today for the first time. He is a 
little scared so pick him up and give him a cuddle.

Can you help him have some fun?
I am your new kindergarten teacher. (parent) Whatever direction I give, – you 
have to do.
Are we ready to have some fun?

HELPFUL HINTS :

Some kids will also use the laces one the nose, this is also a good technique.

PIC. 3 PIC. 4 PIC. 5

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :



There is a mouse loose in the classroom  
(show the different ball)

You have to kick your Soccersaurus at the mouse to move the mouse 
out of the classroom (Soccersaurus is not afraid of mice).

The child cannot touch the mouse with their hands.

Teacher Chase
Passing and shooting 
activity.

STORY :

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIvITY 11

Play with the other ball (mouse). Place it in different 
parts of the area. After your child becomes 

familiar with kicking Soccersaurus to hit the mouse out you can move the 
mouse around with your feet to make them use turns, etc.

1. Review control: push Soccersaurus in front of you and indicate where to  
 kick Soccersaurus to shoot him. 

2. Review what to do with your foot (follow through in direction of the mouse).

Any size area. You need one ball, that is different from Soccersaurus. 
This can be any type of ball.

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Passing the ball to hit the mouse – using 
the inside of the foot and kicking Soccersis in 

the nose

Following through with the foot in the 
direction of the mouse.

Remember things from the previous weeks’ adventures 
to help you catch the lions.  

If a lion runs behind you what can you do? Dinomite turn

Can you dribble up nice and close and then kick Soccersaurus in the  
nose to catch the lions?

1. Play once and review the following:

Do you think we can go a little faster now? Swap teams and have parents chase 
the child, a parent has to kick a ball to hit Soccersaurus, not the child’s legs.

Passing, shooting and 
turns. You will need two 

balls. Any area in the backyard.

Off to the Zoo
ACTIvITY 12

STORY : Last week we went to school. Today we are on a 
school trip to the zoo. 

Soccersaurus is at the zoo, but the zoo keeper is in trouble. The Lion 
has escaped. The child is the zoo keeper you can catch  
a lion by kicking Soccersaurus to hit the lion knee or below.  
(Ask the child where do we kick Soccersaurus to pass or shoot? In his nose)

Try to have two adults be the lions so they have two to 
catch.

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

Two friends (zoo keepers) chase a lion



All of the animals are lined up around the 
magic circle for the animal Olympics.  The 

animals compete in 7 races to see who is King of the Zoo.

King of the Zoo

Dribbling. Place a cone 
in the middle of a circle 

approximately 15 paces from the kids. 

STORY :

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIvITY 13

RACES - Have the kids and parents make the 
sounds of the animals as they play each race.

Make sure you demonstrate each race before the kids do it

Race 1.The Kangaroo Race: Place the ball between your feet and hop around the  
cone and back

Race 2.The Penguin Waddle: Arms by your sides, tap the ball between the feet as  
you move toward and around the cone and back.

Race 3. Cheeky Monkey Madness: The cheeky monkey picks up the ball and  
stuffs it up his shirt and runs around the cone and back.

Race 4. Catch the Cheetah 
The cheetah is the fastest animal at the zoo! Dribble Soccersaurus as fast as you can  
but remember to keep him close. Review where to touch on the ball.

Race 5. The Kangaroo Race II: Kangaroos are from which country? (Australia) In Oz 
they do everything backwards, you have to go backwards around the cone and back.  
(Hint stamp on Soccersaurus head to drag him backwards)

Race 6. The Elephant Race: The first child places their 
right arm through their legs as the elephants tail. 
The second player reaches down and holds the 
hand of the first player, who dribbles up and 
back. Then they switch positions.

Race 7. The Parent Race:Have a 
couple of races against your child.

Get the whole family together 
and play. This is a great game, 
enjoyed by all.

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

After a few tries, ask your child
1. Is it good to dribble too fast?

2. Review control, dribbling and where to kick Soccersaurus to shoot him, (in the 
nose with the colored area on the Xara Futura shoe).
3. Review what to do with your foot (follow through in direction of the goal)
You can now be an active crocodile (Crab Soccer Position from activity 1). The kids will love 
this!

Development of shooting accuracy. 
The parent can be a big Croc and roam the 

swamp behind the cones for added affect. Have the kids dribble around you and  
shoot on goal.

Control, Dribbling & Shooting
ACTIvITY 14

STORY : The elephants are hungry and you have to get them through the 
crocodile pen to get them some food which is in the goal.  

Dribble Soccersaurus through the crocodile swamp, avoiding the crocodiles (cones) and 
then shoot on goal to get the elephants food.
If Soccersaurus touches the crocodiles, you have to start again.  You can run in fast, but 
don’t go too fast because the crocs will get you! If they do, do a Dinomite turn and dribble 
back by tapping Soccersaurus in the cheeks back to your line and start again (Demonstrate)
You have to try and get as much food as you can.
Have the children go back to the start after shooting.

HELPFUL HINTS :

ACTIVITY / PARENT ROLE :

GOAL


